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Future
Reading Future is a three-level reading series for beginner to intermediate 
learners of english. each level has three books that increase students’ 
reading skills. each book contains nonfiction passages covering a broad 
range of school subjects on high-interest topics linked to the future. reading 
comprehension is progressively developed with fluency. Students gradually 
expand their vocabulary through exposure to high-frequency and practical 
vocabulary related to the unit topics. Students will develop 21st Century Skills 
and shape the future with Reading Future.

Features
 Informative passages covering various fields related to the future 
 Interesting topics covering a wide range of subjects, including social 

studies, science, geography, math, economics, history, art, music,
literature, language arts, P.e., and more

 reading skill exercises to develop ability to understand the structure of 
the passages through graphic organizers 

 Projects based around 21st Century Skills
 Colorful images which show real-life topics and situations 
 Free downloadable materials provided on our homepage

Connect 1-3 Change 1-3 Create 1-3

Reading
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Scope & Sequence 
Subject Unit Title Word Count Reading Skill Vocabulary  Skill

1 Forget Me Not 214 Main Idea & 
Details

mis-
 mistake misuse misspell

misunderstand mislead 

2 Leonardo da Vinci 217 Main Idea & 
Details

-eer
engineer volunteer 

 mountaineer auctioneer 

3 Pocahontas 200 Sequencing
-ship

 relationship friendship 
 leadership  ownership 

4 Athena 203 Summarizing
-ess

 goddess actress princess
waitress hostess 

5 The Future of a Sharing 
Economy 221 Sequencing

trans-
 transportation transform 

translate transplant 

6 How Do Banks Work? 212 Classifying
-ness

 business happiness coldness  
 darkness openness softness

7 How to Set Prices 200 Cause & Effect
quantity nouns

a pair of a piece of  a slice of
a glass of a cup of 

8 Wagonloads of Money 222 Cause & Effect
-age

shortage package 
marriage postage 

 9 Holograms in Art 212 Main Idea & 
Details

-less
priceless countless 
endless useless 

10 Banksy’s Graffiti Art 217 Summarizing
-ism

vandalism criticism 
racism realism 

11 The Art of the Brick 217 Main Idea & 
Details

-ure
picture creature 

pressure adventure 

12 Art at Your Fingertips 201 Reviewing may

13 Animal Migration Engineer 213 Main Idea & 
Details

per-
 perfect permit 

persuade permanent 

14 Doctor Fish 221 Preview & 
Predict

-ment
treatment   payment   movement   agreement

excitement    appointment    improvement

15 As Scary as You Think? 218 Contrast
in-

incorrect    independent    inconsiderate
inexpensive   inactive   invisible   inflexible

16 A Bug with a Big Mouth 217 Reviewing
-est, most

biggest     largest     kindest     coldest
most important       most capable
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Vocabulary Project 21st Century Skill

post         complaint         opinion       present
accurate         delete         permission       in order to My Internet Usage Critical 

Thinking
Creativity

genius    excellent    supper    museum
line up    tank    solar    calculator The Painting I Like Creativity Communication

leader    eastern    state    nickname
playful    religion    relationship    worse Making a Difference Critical 

Thinking
Communication

incredible    mythology    goddess    swallow
pregnant    helmet    belong to    vote More Greek Mythology Creativity Communication

service    transportation    type    benefit
boss    honest    law    tax A New Sharing Business Creativity Collaboration

deal with    account    lend    rate
pay back    role    economy    staff Your Bank! Creativity Communication

profit    make sure    fair    buyer
product    employee    owner    adjust

Research Prices 
on a Product

Critical 
Thinking

Communication

pair of    go up    inflation    consumer
demand    scared    shortage    run out Thinking About Needs Critical 

Thinking
Collaboration

narrow    beam    subject    view
display    in addition    risky    priceless

A Hologram 
You’d Like to See

Critical 
Thinking

Creativity

illegal    crime    complete    arrest
switch    exhibition    several    property What is Art? Critical 

Thinking
Collaboration

however    brick    hurricane    lawyer
enter    contest    always    favorite Let’s Go to the Museum! Creativity Communication

tradition    around    may    deer
charge    per    fingertip    polish Cool Art Creativity Communication

ruin    disaster    suitable    once
strategy    finally       put ~ into action  assist A Future Job Critical 

Thinking
Creativity

nutrient    in particular    treat    spring
suffer from    surround    severe    permanent Would You Ever…? Critical 

Thinking
Communication

reputation    incorrect    slimy    stuff
none    strike    twice    seem Is It True? Critical 

Thinking
Communication

enough    tail    sting    painful
weapon    crush    tear    crab Strange Bugs Critical 

Thinking
Communication
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History

Social media is very popular. People enjoy sharing 
information online with their friends. But it isn’t only their  
friends who see what they share. What happens to 
information shared online?

Look at the picture and answer the questions.

Forget Me Not

Match the highlighted word with its meaning.

1.  Stacy likes to post

2.  He made a complaint
noise.

3. What is your opinion

4.  I will present some interesting facts about elephants
in Asia in my paper.

5.  Make sure that the information is accurate

6.  You should delete
make some free space.

7.  Her parents gave her permission  
museum with her friend.

8.  In order to

to see

about something

mistakes

New WordsNew Words 02Track

Warm Up

1
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Forget Me Not  
Listen and read.

ReadingReading 03Track

Reading Time: ______m ______s / 214 words

 Modern life is lived online. People post a lot, sharing everything from food choices 
to job complaints. It’s a way to interact with friends even if you’re far apart. But it’s not 
just friends that people are sharing with.
 Information is valuable. Companies can make big 
money by collecting data. Internet services like Facebook 
and Google collect data about their users. The data they 
get is kept in databases and saved, possibly forever. 
 This data can be used for fun. Users can see what they 
were thinking about five or ten years ago. It can be nice 
to remember the past. It can also be interesting to see 
how opinions have changed over the years. 
 However, saving data sometimes presents problems. What people believed when 
they were young might be completely different from what they believe as older 
people. If an employer looked into the history of an employee, they 
might see information that is not accurate anymore. What’s worse is 
that mistakes someone made in the past might never be forgotten. 
 Today, some countries are passing laws about keeping data. 
These laws make companies delete data about a person if that 
person asks. The companies will also need to ask permission from 
the users in order to collect data in the first place.

The prefix mis- means “wrong” .” 

mistake: an error or wrong action

 misuse: using something in a wrong way
misspell: to spell something wrong
misunderstand: not understanding 
correctly
mislead: to lead wrongly

VOCABULARY SKILLS

Main Idea & Details

The main idea of a reading is what the reading 

is mostly about. Writers include details to 

support the main idea. The details help readers 

understand more about the main idea.

1. What is the main idea of paragraph 4?
2. What details support the main idea of paragraph 4?

READING SKILLS
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Choose the right answer.

1. What is the passage mostly about?

a. Concerns about information online b. Selling data to companies
c. Using Facebook and Google d.  Permission for giving data

2.  According to the reading, how can people use old data for fun?

a. To talk to old friends b.  To learn about companies
c. To see what they were thinking d.  To share employee history

3. What is NOT true according to the reading?

a. Information is important.
b.  People often post things on social media.
c. Data might be kept forever.
d. Laws tell companies to share data.

Reading ComprehensionReading Comprehension

Main Idea & DetailsReading SkillsReading Skills
Complete the chart with the correct information. 

Not only friends 2. _____________________________________.

Companies and services 3. _______________________________.

Employers might be able to 4. ____________________________.

People need to 1. _____________________________________________.Main Idea

Details

a. can see what people are sharing
b.  be careful about what they post online
c. see mistakes their employees made in the past
d.  collect data on their customers and users

10
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CENTURY SKILLS

You have learned how closely the internet is related to our lives. Now, let’s talk 
about how you use the internet.

 Step 1   How do you use the internet? Circle your answers below.

Project My Internet Usage

Choose the right word to complete each sentence. There are two extra words.

1.  Could you ____________________ that picture of me, please? I don’t like it.

2.  He has some strong ____________________ about how to run the business well.

3. I’ll eat my food as soon as I ____________________ this picture of it online.

4. I called my mom ____________________ let her know I was home from school.

5. I don’t think this news story my aunt shared is ____________________. It seems fake.

6. You can’t view these pictures without the ____________________ of the owner.

VocabularyVocabulary

accurate complaints delete in order to 

opinions permission post presents

Step 2   Using the internet can be dangerous. You need to be careful while you use it. Think
about your favorite online activities. What could happen while you’re using the internet 
in this way? What can you do to protect yourself?

SAMPLE  I use the internet for managing my money.  
When I use the internet in this way, criminals could steal my information. 
I should only go to trusted sites and keep my security software up to date.

I use the internet for ________________________________________________________________.  

When I use the internet in this way, ____________________________________________________.  

I _________________________________________________________________________________. 

Shopping Watching videos Text messaging Email 

Getting news Managing money Listening to music Social media    

Other: _________________________

Critical Thinking Creativity

11
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Forget Me Not1
Find the words in the puzzle. Then, fill in the blanks.

1. Make sure that the information is  _____________________.

2. What is your _____________________ about this new novel?

3. Stacy likes to _____________________ pictures on social media sites.

4. In _____________________ to get a good grade, you should study often.

5. He made a(n) _____________________ to his neighbor about the noise.

6. Her parents gave her _____________________ to visit the museum with her friend.

7. I will _____________________ some interesting facts about elephants in Asia in my paper.

8. You should _____________________ some files on the computer to make some free space.

Vocabulary & IdiomsVocabulary & Idioms

I P N G D Z P D E N

N O O L U E A O O F

O S I X R V L I E B

R T N L C B S E U F

D A I U G S G C T A

E G P M I Z Y A V E

R C O M P L A I N T

T B R P R E S E N T

O E T A R U C C A J

P T O E S I M D G U

4
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SummarySummary
Complete the summary. Not all the words will be used. 

 People 1. _______________ a lot of information online through different social media sites.  
But this might 2. _______________ problems for them. Many companies collect their data 
because it is very valuable. A lot of this information may never be 3. _______________ and 
could be saved in databases forever. If employers search for information about their employees, 
they may learn about old 4. _______________ that they may have had. These feelings may no 
longer be 5. _______________ because the employee changed his or her mind. What’s worse is that 
employers might see 6. _______________or other negative comments that their employees made 
about their work. Since old information may never be deleted, people need to be very careful about 
what they post 7. _______________ protect themselves. 

accurate      complaints      deleted      in order to 

opinions      permission      post      present 

 Choose the best answers.

Comprehension CheckComprehension Check

1. What is one way that companies can make a lot of money?

a. Looking into the history of employees b.  Deleting information
c. Collecting data from people d.  Posting complaints

2.  What are countries doing to control how companies use data?

a. Posting data online b. Making new laws
c. Keeping data in safe places d.  Asking permission from users

A

1. What are some things people post online?

2.  What might happen with mistakes people made in the past?

3. In some countries, what will companies have to do with a person’s data if that person asks them to?

 Choose the right expressions to answer the questions.B

Money supply goes up They must delete the data.

They will run out of money.  They share everything from food choices to job complaints.

They might never be forgotten. They interact with friends even when far apart.
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